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Guest Poet, Robert Lee Brewer, with Mary Margaret Carlisle,
during the Art and Culture Symposium for Featured Poets
at the Long Center for Performing Arts in Austin, Texas,
April 2011.
Poetry Out of Bounds Reading Host
Mary Margaret Carlisle
Dallas-born poet Mary Margaret Carlisle’s latest publishing
credits are from the 2012 Texas Poetry Calendar, and the
Mutabilis Press 2011 Anthology. She lives in Webster,
Texas, with her volunteering photographer husband, Leo
Waltz, official Webmaster of the Houston Poetry Fest.
In 2006, Mary Margaret Carlisle and her husband created a
small poetry group, called the Gulf Coast Poets. One year
later, the group applied for and became a Chartered Chapter
of the Poetry Society of Texas .
She is a lifetime member of GCP and its President; he is this
PST Chapter’s Treasurer.
Compassion is empathy in action.
Write for yourself, write for others,
act for peace and justice.
~Mary Margaret Carlisle

Out of Bounds GUEST POETS
Robert Lee Brewer
Stan Crawford
Larry Fontenot
John Gorman
Jerry Hamby

Staring too long at the sun
A young couple enters a movie theater
well before the main feature. The young woman picks
her seat and says, “I expected a little more
darkness in here.” To which her companion then says,
“It’s never night on the sun; there’s constant burning.”
She smiles and says, “Can’t you ever get your mind
off romance.” As they lean in close enough to bring
their lips inches apart, a loud sneeze from behind
startles them. “Bless you,” says the man to the woman,
“I’ll get popcorn.” “Hurry,” she says, “extra butter.”
He rushes to wait in line, counts the minute hand’s
slow march around the clock and, when his turn, mutters
his order before scrambling to the now dark
theater searching soft for his companion’s spark.
for hannah
these mornings
meteorologists give air quality alerts
and radio commentators
mention the beauty
of a full moon
with smog
filtering the light
i wish i could tell you the
world
will be perfect

when you arrive like the
moon
on time
but there is a beauty
in our imperfections
and the way
we try to look at things
light shines and reflects
bodies spin
and then
we have faith

© 2011 Robert Lee Brewer

Out of Bounds Guest Poet: ROBERT LEE BREWER
Robert Lee Brewer is senior content editor for Writer's
Market and Poet's Market. Named Poet Laureate of the
Blogosphere in 2010, he maintains the Poetic Asides
(http://blog.writersdigest.com/poeticasides) and My Name Is
Not Bob (http://robertleebrewer.blogspot.com) blogs. He's
married to the poet Tammy Foster Brewer, who helps him
keep track of their four boys and one girl. Robert can be
contacted via e-mail at robertleebrewer@gmail.com.

Whatever
There are times I feel like I’ve done
everything I can do. Checked
the oil level and air pressure
in the tires. Changed the wiper
blades. Washed the interior and
exterior. But then a noise
reminds me that I’ve forgotten
to change the transmission fluid–
making everything nothing.
© 2011 Robert Lee Brewer

October Round
Wind comes from the north now
like a clever joke. The stars
repeat themselves and we don't mind.
Improbably blue days join hands
and stride by, fast and faster, past
the old escarpment, where live oaks
still glow green like brand new
dollar bills. How long we've traveled
to arrive just here, as clean
as cats, and kinder. By midday
the gold is raised, the joke
is still on us, and we don't mind.
© 2010 Stan Crawford
Published in the 2010
Texas Poetry Calendar

Out of Bounds Guest Poet: STAN CRAWFORD
Stan Crawford lives in the Heights in Houston, Texas with
his wife Dawn, their cat Kismet and their dog, a
dysfunctional Chow-Lab mix named Java. He has had
poetry published in Poet Lore, The Comstock Review,
Borderlands:Texas Poetry Review, Illya's Gold and Water-Stone
Review, among other journals. He was a juried poet in the
Houston Poetry Fest 2003, and is a Board member of
Mutabilis Press, a non-profit literary press.

The Other Side of Ice
She’s so girlish
he’s embarrassed to stare.
It’s not just her youth or beauty
but the careless way she floats
her arms out from her body,
the reckless sweep of her legs
when she strolls to the bar.
Watching her is like hunting
fish under ice, chasing an elusive
creature through luminous fields.
Past midnight he’s caught
nothing but the flow of air
spun by shifts of conversation.
What saves him further humiliation
is being too old, once again,
to be rewarded this sweet moment,
this elliptical beauty curving over him
like the path the trout takes
before it disappears
into a spirited river whose waters
would surely drown him.
© 2011 Larry Fontenot

Out of Bounds Guest Poet: LARRY FONTENOT
Born in Lake Charles, Larry Fontenot published his first
chapbook, Homes in Disguise, in 1978 while living in New
Jersey. He moved to Sugar Land in 1981 and became a
member of META-4 and the Twitching Limes Ensemble, a
local troupe of poets. A chapbook, Choices & Consequences,
was published in 1996 by the Maverick Press. His newest
chapbook, Wish I Could Dance, was published by the Dallas
Poets Community Press in 2009. Larry was a Featured Poet
at the 2000 Houston Poetry Fest.

The World and the Sound of Words
How they raise us in it
luff lift aloft
half flown to heaven
on wingy fricatives.
As if you could go blind
and words would be enough
deaf and the thought of words
numb, inert, your taste buds eroded
fragrances flattened like cardboard
in the body’s age.
But who doesn’t want it all?
the whole jumble of human delight
the gleam of a beer can
lodged by the side of the freeway
grackle chatter, wind, The Goldberg Variations
thup! of a cork from the dark green bottle’s neck
sandpaper inching toward sex
before the Black &Decker whirr kicks in.
Hayfields at dusk after a hot day
releasing the long summer
wine from that bottle
sound’s roots.
© 2011 John Gorman

Out of Bounds Guest Poet: JOHN GORMAN
John Gorman lives in Galveston, teaches literature and
creative writing at the University of Houston-Clear Lake,
and directs the monthly Galveston Poets Roundtable. His
work has been published throughout the USA and in
Canada and, should you be in metro Houston, is much
heard at readings. A nice cluster of it will soon appear as his
fourth chapbook, Red Pontiac Convertible.
John Gorman is a Lifetime Member of the Gulf Coast Poets.

Shadow on the Ground
The bird glides
upside down, back
to earth, wings extended,
tipping skyward.
Scenery rushes
past—trees, grass,
strollers in the park.
Warning cries
from screeching
jays ricochet, recede,
giving way to hush
of rhythmic wing beats.
Clutched in the talons
of a red-tailed hawk,
the nestling surrenders
to fate—shadow
on the ground—
snatched from one nest,
carried to another,
fed to waiting young.
© 2011 Jerry Hamby
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Out of Bounds Guest Poet: JERRY HAMBY
Jerry Hamby has published in several journals, including
Concho River Review, Palo Alto Review, New Texas, Descant,
Windhover, and The Texas Poetry Calendar. Three of his
poems will appear in the upcoming special issue of San
Pedro River Review "In Walt McDonald Country." His
collection Letters Drawn in Water was published by Pecan
Grove Press in 2004. Jerry has twice won the Conference of
College Teachers of English Creative Writing Award; he is a
Featured Poet* of the 2011 Houston Poetry Fest. Jerry
teaches English and humanities at Lee College in Baytown,
Texas. Jerry Hamby is a recent member of the Gulf Coast
Poets.
*Each year, the Juried Poet(s) of the Houston Poetry Fest
who receive the highest score from the judges is/are invited
back the following year to be Featured Poet(s).

Out of Bounds SPOTLIGHT POETS
Biographies and Poems
Winston Derden
Lucia A. Gulick
Thasia Madison*
Terry Jude Miller
Jeremyah Payne
Laura Peña
Lauran Perry-English
Lynne Streeter*
Elizabeth Sydnor
*Did not appear.

Crepe Myrtles
The crepe myrtle is a trashy tree
for all its floral beauty
a trailer park pageant queen
after a drunked-up punch-out with her lover:
bloody lips, pinked abrasions,
fuchsia torn spaghetti strap
exposing lacy extrusions
fragile as a double-wide
in tornadic weather,
strewing blooms, loosing leaves
in the maelstrom fury:
pink, purple, magenta, white —
petals scattered like a panty drawer
in thunder gusts and showers,
a tarty tree, snatching the eye
with flirty thrusts of flowers,
a layer of battered confetti
beneath its bows
when the storm is over.
© Winston Derden (this poem appeared in
the 2012 Texas Poetry Calendar.)

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: WINSTON DERDEN
Winston Derden is a lapsed academic, apostate journalist,
fiction writer, and poet who resides in Houston. His short
story "Rubato" appears in the anthology Able To . . . edited
by Neil Ellis Orts. His poetry appears in New Texas, the 2010
Texas Poetry Calendar, the Houston Poetry Fest 2010 Anthology ,
and Harbinger Asylum. He has appeared as a featured reader
for The Poetry Society of Texas - Gulf Coast Poets, Ken
Jones’ Second Tuesday, and the Rice Gallery Words and Art
Reading Series, among others.
Winston Derden is a Chapter member of the Gulf Coast
Poets.

Fairy Tale
roses fall from her lips when she speaks,
and rubies drop from stuck fingertips instead of blood.
diamonds roll down her cheeks when she weeps,
and hair cut from her head turns to gold wire.
but roses have thorns, my dear,
and diamonds are cold, uncomforting tears.
better to suffer the other sister's fate:
she cries balmy pond water
and her hair, when shorn, becomes soft green moss.
toads may exit her mouth if she tries to talk,
but at least they're smooth and slimy
and don't cut as they come up.
love, be grateful for your curse;
it causes you no pain but loneliness.
© 2011 Lucia A. Gulick
(Permission to publish here granted
by Gloria Alvarez Gulick.)

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: LUCIA A. GULICK
Lucia Gulick is an artist, musician and poet. She has read her
work at Rice University and the Public Poetry Project, and
for several years she has has participated in the Writers in
the Schools Summer Creative Writing Workshop. Lucia is a
senior at Stratford High School in west Houston.

This is the Schedule - Photos - Biographies Handout for the
Poetry Out of Bounds Reading.
DISCLAIMER (S)
Unless otherwise noted, inclusion in this handout does not
imply a poet was a juried poet or a guest poet of the 2011
Houston Poetry Fest or that they have a poem in the
2011 Houston Poetry Fest Anthology.
Fmi about the Houston Poetry Fest itself, visit
http://houstonpoetryfest.info/
To purchase a copy of the Houston Poetry Fest’s Anthology,
attend the Houston Poetry Fest on October 7, 8, 9 at the
Willow Street Pump House in Houston, Texas.
Some poems included in this handout have been
reformatted to fit the available space; line turns may have
changed.

SCHEDULE
Poetry Out of Bounds PART ONE
Robert Lee Brewer (Guest Poet)
Terry Jude Miller (Spotlight Poet)
Jeremyah Payne (Spotlight Poet)
Chris Wise (Scheduled Open Mic)
Ann Fogelman (Scheduled Open Mic)
FIVE MINUTE BREAK
Poetry Out of Bounds PART TWO
Stan Crawford (Guest Poet)
Lucia A. Gulick (Spotlight Poet)
Thasia Madison (Spotlight Poet)*
Jean D. Mahavier (Scheduled Open Mic)
FIVE MINUTE BREAK
Poetry Out of Bounds PART THREE
Larry Fontenot (Guest Poet)
Lynne Streeter (Spotlight Poet)*
Elizabeth Sydnor (Spotlight Poet)
Amanda J. Prather (Scheduled Open Mic)
FIVE MINUTE BREAK
Poetry Out of Bounds PART FOUR
John Gorman (Guest Poet)
Laura Peña (Spotlight Poet - Open Mic MC)
Lauran Perry-English (Spotlight Poet)
Penelope L. McFadin (Scheduled Open Mic)
Juan Manuel Perez (Scheduled Open Mic)
FIVE MINUTE BREAK
Poetry Out of Bounds PART FIVE
Jerry Hamby (Guest Poet)
Winston Derden (Spotlight Poet)
OPEN MIC ROUND ROBIN
*Did not appear.

~Blued-Eyed Rocket Scientist~
Blue eyes like the Spangled Banner
She wore in her dreams
And held between her fingers at night
Moments before placement in an Acuvue Oasis
Blind to the fact that she…
Could be the most brilliant pair of brown eyes sincerity
has ever stared at
If for a second,
She puts down those contacts and comes in contact
with better contacts
Who will tell her that she…
Is not what she wears. She…
Is not disposable. She…
Could be a whole lot richer putting more value into
What she was born with
Than what she sees on TV
Movie star potential
Finding comfort in how hard she is hugged
by the walls of her box
She created for herself
Compromising clothes for costumes
Shattering amount of low self-esteem breaking mirrors
every time
She takes off her makeup
Never wants to see the person she really is
Can’t even look herself in the eyes and say I’m beautiful
Without putting on her blue shields
And preparing for the war she is fighting within herself
(continued on next page)

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: THASIA MADISON
Thasia TradeMark Madison is a poetical force to be reckoned
with. Born and raised in New Orleans, LA, she landed in
Texas after Hurricane Katrina forced her to relocate. Since
then, she has graduated with the distinction of Summa cum
Laude from Prairie View A&M University with a Computer
Science Bachelor’s degree. While her career is in the field of
computing, her heart is in the hands of poetry. She has been
a member of the nationally ranked PV Slam Team and
currently is a coach and mentor for MetaFour Houston.

Blue eyed rocket scientist / I want to shake you like Dust
And sprinkle you across the surface of the Moon
Filling every crater
Till you realize that others think you’re stunning for a reason
You’re something that they wish they could be:
Gorgeous, curvaceous, and every pore filled with Talent.
Uncle, Your words allowed me to remove my blue-eyed spirit.
Thank you - from the Brown Eyed Beauty
© 2011 Thasia “TradeMark” Madison

It Is Time
"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait
a single moment before starting to improve
the world."~Anne Frank
it is time
to pluck the thorns
from our covers
to shed chains
weighting us to our frustrations
to do good
for good is what we are created to do
to weep no more
for our sorrows
but instead work our wheels
to relieve the sorrow of others
to step out of cold shadow
and grow again in the healing light
we have waited for our sign
it is time

© 2011 Terry Jude Miller
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Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: TERRY JUDE MILLER
Terry Jude Miller is a published and award winning poet
from Fort Bend County, Texas. His work has been published
in Peace Words, FreeXpression (Australia), the University of
Houston's Bayou Review, Ancient Paths, Orbis, Stepping Stones
Magazine, Furnace Review, Shine Journal, Blue Skies Poetry,
Survivor's Review, Live Oak Review, Lamplighter Review, Bijou
Poetry Review, Chaffey Review, Foundling Review, Seven Circle
Press, Houston Literary Review, Boston Literary Magazine,
Edison Literary Review, Hanging Moss Journal, Willow Tree
Poems, anthologies of the Poetry Society of Texas and the
Gulf Coast Poets, Sol Magazine and other Texas
publications. He is a Chapter member of the Academy of
American Poets, Poetry Society of Texas - Gulf Coast Poets
Chapter, and the founder of the Fort Bend Poets Group and
the Fort Bend County Poet Laureate Competition.
Terry is a Juried Poet* of this year’s Houston Poetry Fest.
*Juried Poets are selected by the "blind jury" method –
judges are shown samples of each submitting poet's work
without seeing their names.

Naked Expressions
I have problems controlling my facial expressions.
Scowls oil painted on blank face canvasses,
I try practicing blank stares in mirrors to no avail.
Some truths are better left unknown.
My face,
a civil war battlefield
for confederate thoughts seceding from truth.
I've looked into Botox peace packages.
Smiling is Saccharin sincerity
over bitter sarcasm.
I wear a naked soul on my cheeks,
train muscles to dress embarrassment.
Focus on breathing
letting
rhythmic
oscillations
sing jazz interpretations
of patience.
I've been groomed for eye contact,
wish these soul's windows came with shutters,
but will settle for pen and pad branded drapes.
© 2011 Jeremyah Payne

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: JEREMYAH PAYNE
In 2007, after being told he was a poet, Jeremyah “The Fluent
one” Payne appeared on the inaugural slam team at Prairie
View A&M. Since then he's competed, won, and placed in
many slam competitions. He says that a monumental
portion of his success is due to the prowess of two mentors,
Outspoken Bean, and Deep. When asked me to be a mentor
with Metafour Houston, Jeremyah says he didn’t know what
he was getting into - young adults age 13-19 spread across
Houston coming together to write and perform poetry. In
his words, "As a mentor I am consistently blown away by
the talent this city has to offer, but what amazes me more, is
the growth of the students as writers and people."

Texture
Through the coffee-house window
she spies him out on the street
innocently unlocking his bicycle,
slim young body, face as smooth,
and calm as milk in a tall glass,
brushing a lock of long dark hair
behind an ear.
He is unaware her whole
body longs to run out
into the street, touch his face,
and smile at him,
then without a word,
return to her group of friends,
drink the last of her coffee, and go home.
© 2011 Laura Peña
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Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: LAURA PEÑA
Laura Peña was born and raised in Houston, TX. She is a
graduate of the University of Houston with a Bachelor of
Arts in English Literature. Poetry and literature are her
passions and she has been published in the Houston Poetry
Fest Anthology, AIPF anthology (Di-verse-city), Bayou City
Review, and the Texas Poetry Calendar. Always interested in
continuing her education, Laura has attended poetry
workshops around the state; she has read her work in
Galveston, Seabrook, Webster, Austin, and in Houston.
Laura is a bilingual teacher who brings a love of poetry and
writing to her students.
She is the Vice President and Recording Secretary of the Gulf
Coast Poets.
She is the Out of Bounds Open Mic MC of the 2011 Poetry
Out of Bounds Reading.
Laura Pena is a Juried Poet* of the 2011 Houston Poetry Fest.
*Juried Poets are selected by the "blind jury" method –
judges are shown samples of each submitting poet's work
without seeing their names.

Nautilus: Masquerade
Shape shifting, pearlescent moonlight overlooking
Elegantly formed and patterned features
Unfolding revelry promenades revealing
The opulent attire of contrast
Wonder the master of ceremonies
Delightfully unmasked
© 2011 Lauran Perry-English

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: LAURAN PERRY-ENGLISH
One night, unable to sleep, and being a poet, Lauran began
to write. These “sayings” began flowing through her; now
there are hundreds. At some point, realizing she was meant
to do something with them, Seashell Seascrolls©/Pause
Along the Shore©/Beach Chair Philosophy© began to
evolve. Nautilus photography and poetry came next.
Treading the waters between the tension and tranquility of
natural art, fine art, poetry, and artful craft, Lauran
continues to treasure the emerging, unhurried flow of
creativity.
Lauran is a published poet, juried photographer/digital artist
(some combined with poetry), and artisan of an original
creation, Seashell Seascrolls.
One of many founding members of the Gulf Coast Poets,
Lauran is also a member of the Poetry Society of Texas,
Galveston Art League, The Art Alliance of Clear Lake,
WIVLA, StartArt Houston, The National Society of Artists,
and The Island Art Gallery.

Dusk on Morgan’s Point
We are all of an age
Sitting on the deep porch,
Gazing, dreamy-eyed at the bay.
A barge plows up the ship channel.
The breeze blows our practical curls.
Ice clinks in glasses.
Overhead, a gull mourns the end of day.
I could sleep out here. Gray heads nod.
Look. Someone points to the shadows.
Fireflies. We used to catch them in a jar.
The wind flattens out,
Quieting the restless palms.
The sound of the sea lapping at the shore
Brings a note of melancholy to our voices.
Remember your first kiss? Your first lover?
The questions float in the dark,
As we reflect that time,
Further away than the pale moon hanging above.
Besotted by the mood, no one speaks-then
Chairs scrape plank floors, rockers creak.
Glasses and dishes are gathered.
Bustling Marthas rouse drowsing Marys.
Feet seek shoes and hands fumble for keys.
Arms seek solace in circled embraces.
In the sky, a planet reflects the setting sun and
Our laughter bounces back from the stars.
© 2011 Lulynne Streeter

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: LULYNNE STREETER
Lulynne Streeter is a lifelong writer. Her poetry, short
stories, and essays have appeared in the Texas Poetry
Calendar, Bayousphere, Galaxy, Creative Connection, Houston
Chronicle and other regional publications. She has been a
juried poet at the Houston Poetry Fest and has won
numerous awards for her writing. A former radio
newscaster and published journalist, she has written for a
number of magazines and newspapers including the
Albuquerque Journal, New Mexico Magazine, New Mexico
Business Magazine, The El Paso Times and Carolina Magazine.
Streeter is a member of the Poetry Society of Texas, Gulf
Coast Poets, Bay Area Writers League, Houston Writers
Guild and SouthWest Writers. She has taught creative
writing at San Jacinto Community College and she and her
husband live and write in Seabrook, Texas.

Bathing Grandma
You walk a different path:
tend flowers in the yard,
patiently await
your man to come ashore.
One day the fog rolls in,
You, ninety now.
I, a mere thirty.
Each day,
I wash your back,
your hair—grown thin,
metallic with silver.
Wiping the soap off,
I have grown to know
the small of your back,
the mole just left above it—
I have the same.
Sponge in hand, I ask you:
“Do you remember I wore
your wedding dress?”
Perfectly it fit,
No alterations—
the seams, darts,
each fragment of lace fell
on my breasts, hips,
shoulders.

Our dimensions—same.
With each rub of the sponge,
I notice your breasts sag,
your frame, bent.
Close my eyes:
picture a young woman:
cropped bob,
cigarette in hand,
a flapper
dancing with a blushing sailor.
My eyes open.
The years connect.
Your skin no longer smooth
but rough as pumice stone.
Later, dry you,
brush your hair,
as you combed
mine in braid
before school.
We, like a braid,
are connected, formed
appearing as two.
Always one.

© 2011 Elizabeth L. Sydnor

Out of Bounds Spotlight Poet: ELIZABETH L. SYDNOR
Elizabeth L. Sydnor develops each poem from intimate
observations studying objects to reach inside to find the
nature of connections. Through images, the visceral
experiment of poetry connects all senses and all people
together making both poet and poetry a proponent for the
act of joining individuals through both differences and
similarities.

Out of Bounds Scheduled OPEN MIC READERS
Photos and Biographies
Ann Fogelman
Jean Donaldson Mahavier
Penelope L. McFadin
Juan Manuel Perez
Amanda J. Prather
Chris Wise

Ann Fogelman, Friendswood, TX
Ann Fogelman has been published in
Boundless, Pets Across America, The Noble
Generation, That Thing You Do, They That Go
Down to the Sea and other anthologies and
school publications. She is a member of Bay
Area Writers League, Poetry Society of Texas,
OLLI at UTMB and The Arts Alliance Center
in Clear Lake, and is a Lifetime Member of
the Gulf Coast Poets.
Jean Donaldson Mahavier, San Leon, TX
For Jean Donaldson Mahavier, writing is a
hobby. She began writing poems as a
teenager, and has written poems and family
memoirs for many years. She has also
written science articles and personal
interviews for various publications. She says
that poetry is her favorite form of writing,
and she loves to teach students how to write
poems. Jean is a Chapter member of the Gulf
Coast Poets.
Photo taken by Leo F. Waltz.

Penelope L. McFadin, Kemah, TX
Penelope McFadin currently lives in Clear
Lake Shores, Texas, and has been writing
poetry, stories and journals since she could
put pen to paper. Among others, she has been
published in The Oak Leaves, Newsletter for
Ár nDraíocht Féin; she is a member of both
the Gulf Coast Poets and the Poetry Society of
Texas.

Juan Manuel Perez, La Pryor, TX
2011 Poet Laureate of the San Antonio Poets
Association, Juan Manuel Perez is the author
of Another Menudo Sunday (2007), O Dark
Heaven: A Response To Suzette Haden Elgin’s
Definition Of Horror (2009), WUI: Written
Under The Influence Of Trinidad Sanchez, Jr. He
has six poetry chapbooks. Juan is a native of
La Pryor, TX.

Amanda J. Prather, League City, TX
Poet Amanda J. Prather, is a grafted tree
whose fruits include both visual arts and
written works. When she isn't throwing pots
or scribbling poems, Amanda also enjoys
foraging for wild edibles, gardening, cooking,
kayaking, doing yoga, and occasionally
playing golf.

Chris Wise, Houston, TX
Chris Wise is a poet and novelist. He has
published in various poetry anthologies,
small press literary magazines, and is a
regular contributor to Cowboys and Indians
Magazine. He is a veteran of the US Army; he
earned an English degree from Texas A&M.

Houston's oldest poetry festival,
celebrating it's 26th Anniversary!
HOUSTON POETRY FEST 2011
October 7, 8, & 9
Willow Street Pump Station
of the University of Houston – Downtown
811 North San Jacinto
http://houstonpoetryfest.info/

Admission is free and open to the public.
Sponsored by Houston Poetry Fest,
a 501(c)(3) non-profit arts organization,
Co-Sponsored by the Department of English
and the Cultural Enrichment Center
of the University of Houston-Downtown.
JURIED POETS
Christopher Carmona, College Station, TX
Priscilla Frake, Sugar Land, TX
Adamarie Fuller, Houston, TX
Lyman Grant, Austin, TX
W Joe Hoppe, Austin, TX
Cindy Huyser, Austin, TX
Maria Illich, Houston, TX
Angélique Jamail, Missouri City, TX
Tracy L. Lyall, Houston, TX
Garret Middaugh, Houston, TX (Gulf Coast Poets member)
John Milkereit, Houston, TX (Gulf Coast Poets member)
Terry Jude Miller, Richmond, TX (Gulf Coast Poets member)
Carol Louise Munn, Houston, TX
Laura Peña, Katy, TX (Gulf Coast Poets member)
Sheree L. Rabe, Austin, TX (new Gulf Coast Poets member)
Charles A. Stone, Austin, TX
Lillian Susan Thomas, Houston, TX
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn, Plano, TX
Vanessa Zimmer-Falls, Houston, TX

